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In Memoriam

Compiled by Geoffrey Templeman

The Alpine Club Obituary

Theodore Crombie
John Sutton Martin Bingham
John Huxley Buzzard
Gerhard Thomas Schwartz
Eric Lacey Theobald
Wynne Rice Hugh Jeudwine
Thomas Anthony Brocklebank
Alan H. Meikle
Mrs. Millicent Whitehouse
Vincent Oswald Cohen
John Christopher Midgley
Malcolm E. Barnes
Miss Grizel M. S. Paterson
Dr. Hans-Fritz von Tscherner
Kevin John O'Connell
Lt. Col. Horace Westmorland
Henry Booth
Mrs. Evelyn D. Can
Mrs. M. G. Millsom
Hugh Pasteur

Year of Election

1952
1932
1946
1974
1943
1960
1933
1963

LAC 1951
1961
1975
1958

LAC 1947
1951
1983
1922
1923
1980

LAC 1934
1924

It is a particularly long list of deaths for January to December 1984, and I am
afraid that in the case of the last four names notification was too late to do other
than note the names as above. There are also those on the list for whom my own
briefnotes must suffice, as it has not proved possible to contact friends or relatives
who could write the notice. Again, one or two have been beaten by the printer's
deadline and will appear, hopefully, next year.

My thanks once again to all who have helped. If anyone wishes to write
additionally on one of those listed above, please do not hesitate to write to me.

Theodore Crombie 1914-1984
T. Crombie originally applied for membership of the Club in 1948, having had
two seasons in the Tyrol and Mont Blanc area in the 30's, and two expeditions in
the Aconcagua region in 1944 and 1946. Following further visits to Zermatt and
Chamonix and two trips to the Argentine/Chilean Andes, he was elected to the
Club in 1952. He was 70 at the time of his death.
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John Sutton Martin Bingham 1908-1984
J. S. M. Bingham died aged 76 after having been a member of the Club for 51
years. He made numerous classic climbs in the Alps in the late 20's and early 30's,
several with Sir William Younger, and four trips to Corsica with Hills, Powell and
Howson, the latter being two of the four Eton masters tragically killed on the Piz
Roseg in 1933. He does not appear to have been active in the mountains afterthat.

John Huxley Buzzard 1913-1984
Educated at Wellington and New College, Oxford, he was called to the bar in
1937 and practised in criminal law, becoming in 1954 a Treasury Counsel. In 1974
he was appointed a circuit judge sitting at the Central Criminal Court in London.
A few days after that appointment he received at home a letter bomb which blew
off part of two fingers. He remained on the bench, widely respected and loved for
his impartiality, magnanimity and compassion, until in 1983 a serious illness
beset him.

He edited Archbold the leading textbook for English 'criminal lawyers,
solicitors, barristers and judges. During the war he served in the RAF, becoming
a Wing Commander and working in Air Ministry Intelligence, receiving a
mention in despatches.

He was elected to the Club in 1946, his application for membership showing
numerous guided climbs in the Engelberg pre-war and then ascents of various
peaks above Sonamarg in 1945 as a climbing instructor at the Aircrew Mountain
Centre, Kashmir. In 1944 he attempted Nandagunti, Garhwal, with Basil
Goodfellow.

He was a member of the Himalayan and Climbers' Clubs, and his other hobbies
were farming, skiing and sailing, but after his r.1arriage in 1946 he gave up
venturesome expeditions. His wife and 3 children survive him.

]. M. H arlOg writes:
One sunny day of summer 1938, my family were walking up Tryfan in N Wales
and had halted for a rest when a pleasant young man in his mid-twenties wearing
grey flannels and plimsolls came up and passed the time of day. My father was a
believer in boots with clinker nails and all five of us were so equipped, and duly
the family was given a lecture on the folly of venturing with inadequate footwear.
Later when we were picnicking from our adequate rucsacs at the top of the
mountain the young man reappeared. He said he had climbed up Belle Vue
Bastion: this meant nothing to us, but we chatted and discovered that he was a
barrister and staying alone at Helyg, the Climbers' Club cottage. Presently we
gathered that his rucsac was only loaded with a pullover and a cape, whereupon
my mother suggested he shared our meal as we had ample. When we had finished
eating he offered to take me, then 16, on a rock scramble. This turned out to be
North Buttress, an easy route perhaps, but John Buzzard took a fit keen
youngster through that essential stage for the mountaineer - the first rock
climb.

I never saw him again but met someone in the Alps after the war who said
Buzzard had been in his party but had not taken to higher mountains and had
returned home to climb in Wales which he preferred.
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Gerhardt Thomas Schwartz 1918-1984
Gerhardt Schwartz was a mountain man in the best sense of the term - that is, he
just enjoyed being in the hills and was equally enthusiastic about all mountain
activities whether it was camping, rock-climbing, ice climbing, skiing or hill
walking. He had no ambition to do hard routes but got tremendous enjoyment
from everything he took part in. On rock he was a splendid and supportive
second. Very encouraging and attentive, knowledgeable about ropework and
techniques, and always concerned and conscientious about safety standards.

He grew up in Vienna and in 1939 got to England with the help of a patron
here. He took a large part in the formation of the London & Home Counties
group of the Mountaineering Association, which later became the London
Mountaineering Club, serving as secretary from 1954-1958 and President from
1963 -1966. This work would have been natural to him as he was a good organizer
and very keen on helping young people.

He was a very versatile man, and his interests and craftsmanship knew no
bounds - bookbinding and upholstery being two of his special interests. He was
also very inventive and made many modifications to his camping and mountain
gear.

He suffered badly from a crevasse fall when descending from the Breithorn in
1975. Later, surgery could not correct the results of poor treatment received at
the time. The resulting handicap which remained with him did not prevent his
continued enjoyment of walking in the hills.

The thing I shall most remember about Gerhardt was his optimism and
cheerfulness and the great enjoyment he got from small everyday things and his
pleasure in the company of people.

Robin Day

Eric Lacey Theobald d. 1984
Eric Theobald, who joined the Club in 1944, died in 1984 in his nineties. He was
also a member of the Association of British Members of the Swiss Alpine Club
which he joined in 1937.

Few who climbed with Eric now survive but his application for membership of
the Club showed that he accomplished a wide range of ascents in the Alps in the
seasons 1935 to 1939. The majority of these were in the Valais and included the
Matterhorn and the Zinal Rothhorn. Bernhard Biner was his guide on many of
these climbs.

In the years after the war Eric was a frequent attender at Club lectures. He still
enjoyed mountain walks although his active climbing days were over. Small of
stature and light of weight, Eric remained remarkably fit until an advanced age
but in recent years ill health restricted his ability to come to Club meetings.

Eric was a cheerful and engaging companion and those who knew him will have
happy memories of their contacts with him.

Maurice Benneu

Wynne Rice Hugh Jeudwine 1920-1984
Wynne Jeudwine, who joined the Club in 1960, died in 1984 at the comparatively
early age of64. Although he had not been seen at Club meetings for some time, he
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attended the lectures quite regularly for some years. Wynne enjoyed rock
climbing in the United Kingdom as well as Alpine ascents. He had also climbed in
Greece.

Wynne started climbing in the Alps in the early 1950's making several solo
ascents in Austria. In later years he climbed on and sometimes led guideless ropes
with friends both in Switzerland and in Austria. Some of these climbs were done
during meets of the Association of British Members of the Swiss Alpine Club, of
which he became a member in 1954. He was Honorary Editor of its Journal in
1963/64.

Wynne was well known in the art world, both as a journalist and as a dealer. For,
some years he was the editor of the magazine Apollo and as a dealer he specialised
in Old Master drawings.

Although generally rather reserved, Wynne could be both enthusiastic and
eloquent on matters that interested him. He was a steady companion on a rope
and his quiet sense of humour enlightened many odd moments. Those who
climbed with him will remember Wynne with affection.

Maurice Bennett

Thomas Anthony Brocklebank 1908-1984
By a coincidence, Tom Brocklebank's application for membership in 1932 was
proposed and seconded by three of those same Eton masters who proposed and
seconded John Bingham (see above - Ed), Powell, Howson and Slater, and he
started climbing as a novice member at their meets. He rapidly became an
excellent climber and joined them in many of their Alpine seasons in the late
twenties. He was chosen for the 1933 Everest expedition, and the 1934 issue of the
Climbers' Club Journal, which contained the obituaries of Powell and Howson,
contained an article ofhis on the expedition. A journalist by profession, he was 76
when he died.

Alan Hill Meikle 1920-1984
I never did any climbing with my great friend Alan Hill Meikle, though we did
once make a descent together after meeting by chance, on 5 October 1969, at the
summit of the Matterhorn. On that day he was completing his traverse of the
Matterhorn from Switzerland to Italy, accompanied by the man who had always
been his alpine guide, his dearly loved Marcello Carrel. On that day Marcello
Carrel, with Alan's agreement, was initiating his son Rinaldo into the
Matterhorn. Crouching beneath the Italian peak of the Matterhorn, we spent a
number of intense, important and unforgettable minutes together on a still warm
and vividly colourful autumn day. The depth of our view seemed immense and
this sense of breadth, this mysterious fascination, stayed with our guides, Alan
and myself until our return to Breuil, in the evening.

Alan Meikle had begun climbing in the Alps, in the Valtournanche, with some
fellow officers, in August 1945. He was introduced to the high mountains by a
well known guide of Valtournanche, Marcello Carrel. From then on he came back
to the Valle d'Aosta almost every year, continuing to climb with Marcello Carrel
until his death in 1981, and with his son Rinaldo Carrel up till 1983, usually in
September; mostly in the Matterhorn, Monte Rosa and Gran Paradiso groups.
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In the Valtournanche he repeatedly climbed the Matterhorn by the Italian ridge
and by the Zmutt ridge; he also climbed the Petits Murailles and, at various
intervals, traversed the Grandes Murailles. Punta Cian, the Dragone-Fontanella
traverse, Becca d'Aran, the Devil's Ridge traverse, Becca di Luseney, Becca di
Guin, Les Jumeaux and Lioy were ascents made with his very faithful friend
Carrel, in the course of various seasons. In the Monte Rosa group, it was the
Dufourspitze, Signalkuppe, Zumsteinspitze, the Lyskamm traverse, Castor and
Pollux, the Roccia Nera and the traverse of the two Breithorns that captured
Alan's and Marcello's main interest. All these ascents, again made over a period of
many seasons, brought profound satisfaction and left deep memories. But where
Alan found, with his affectionate friend and alpine guide Marcello, the widest
and most rewarding spaces of his mountaineering career, was in the Gran
Paradiso group: in the crossing from Bonney-Becca of Colle di Montandaine; the
Vaccarone-Bivacco peak to the Piccolo Paradiso gap; Punta Farrar; Punta Frassy;
Colle Piccolo Paradiso; Gran Paradiso (including an ascent from the Tribulation
Glacier to the Colle dell' Ape); and the Grivola from all sides (except the NW
ridge); the complete crossing of the 'Apostles'; the Torre di Gran S. Pietro;
Sant'Andrea; Sant'Orso; and Roccia Viva by the North face.

On Mont Blanc, Alan reached the Aiguille du Goliter. This however, although
it included the largest alpine massif, he regarded simply as an excursion. He and
Marcello also traversed the Grand Combin from the Panossiere Hut to the Col
Valsorey. His great dream, Alan's great love, was in fact the Gran Paradiso group,
where he would have liked always to return and where right up till the last years,
by then in limited health, he still planned, with the loyal Marcello Carrel, to make
other ascents.

But all these names, which spell coveted and difficult goals for any
mountaineer, do not say enough about Alan's career, about the personality of
Alan Meikle. To understand what all these ventures meant to Alan one would
have to have known him personally - a good fortune which I had for over thirty
years. Alan arrived in Italy at the end of the Second World War, and hence at a
particularly complex time. In addition to his wide reading on the subject of
mountaineering, he brought with him a great emotive force, an extreme
refinement of spirit and an outstanding measure of human sensibility. Above all
he brought with him the memory and the example of the romantic British alpine
mountaineers who, in the nineteenth century, had transferred to the Valle
d'Aosta their great culture and passion for exploring, their eagerness to recapture
natural and essential values: in that natural environment, the values of great
mountains - in an almost impossible dream - and those of the 10fal people, as a
subject of historico-ethnological research in a still fairly unknown region.

Flowers, plants, colours, dawns, sunsets, streams and rivers, mountain
dwellers' houses, churches ancient and small, paths and hamlets, odours and
animals grazing, all aroused sharp new impressions and emotions within him.
Alan Meikle's alpinism was that of the true mountaineer. He moved among
mountains and valleys and people and nature to see for himself what he had
previously heard or read about and to gain a living confirmation of these natural
and human entities.

What always used to astonish the inhabitants of these valleys (and foreigners
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too) was his delightfully civilized behaviour, his warmth of feeling and open
heartedness, which he transfused into his encounters and which earned him the
friendship even of people who could not understand his language. In order to get
to know places and people and situations more closely, he made it his business
(and succeeded perfectly) to learn Italian and in part, the Valle d'Aosta patois.

Inevitably, a man of such rare humanity, such an eclectic figure, could not be
understood by many. However, this cost Alan no outward suffering, for his chief
desire was to give, to explain and to teach, without expecting anything in return.
He bore his great solitude quietly, discreetly hiding his hypersensitivity, but he
was an unfailingly polite and considerate person. His complex way of feeling,
seeing and doing had been happily complemented by the original meeting with
the alpine guide, Marcello Carrel, with whom he was able to build up a truly
comfortable association. Here were two different cultures, two different lives; yet
these two men were deeply united by the poetry expressed by their surroundings,
by their faith in a common endeavour, in a total and reciprocal balance offeelings.

Alan's mountaineering in Valle d'Aosta, particularly in the Valtournanche, was
a literary and philosophical expression; it was an artistic manifestation, not a
passion unto itself. It was a great and pure act oT love, the love ofa pure aesthete. I
shall never forget these great values of Alan Meik]e, and I am certain too that they
will remain for ever in the places where he so often climbed.

At the end, I was present at his funeral, in splendid Northumberland, where
his ashes remain, in his deeply loved home country. But I could not help feeling
that Alan's spirit had stayed among his distant mountains and had peacefully
joined his rope-companion, his alpine guide, who had preceded him by a short
while into the sky's great space.

On those mountains and in those valleys the memory of a man remains,
unknown perhaps to most, who filled with his quiet and unassuming personality a
corner of this world; who enriched and tacitly quickened the heroic and romantic
heritage of the most classic British mountaineering.

Guido M onzino

Mrs. MiUicent Whitehouse d. 1984
Millicent Wood was born in Aberdeen and she read psychology at Cambridge.
Thereafter her distinguished career in the Civil Service took her to London where
she served for many years on the Civil Service Selection Board, interviewing and
assessing candidates for the Foreign Service and other senior posts.

She was elected to the Ladies' Alpine Club in ]95] and served on the LAC
committee from ]956 to ]958.

Millicent loved travel, which was a recurrent theme throughout her life. She
was an entertaining companion with a very individual, never-failing sense of
humour. Her climbing interests developed when she joined the Cairngorm Club
and met her first husband, Hamish McArthur (AC), who shared in, indeed
inspired, many adventurous holidays in the Scottish hills, the Alps and, latterly,
the Himalaya.

In the immediate post-war years, Millicent and Hamish must have been among
the first British to return to the Alps when they went on a walking/climbing trip to
Switzerland in ]946. This started a series of marvellous summer holidays in
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which, with one or two companions, they explored the Alps from end to end,
crossing passes, climbing peaks, sometimes joining an ABMSAC meet for part of
the time. I was privileged to take part in five of these wide-ranging excursions
and, each time on my return home, was amazed at the ground we had covered, the
variety of experiences encountered and the number of summits gained - from
Monte Viso to Triglav, from the Cinque Torre to the Grepon. One year started in
the Alpes Maritimes from Nice and another in the Julian Alps from Venice and
Ljubljana; in all, areas ranging from Zermatt, Chamonix, Bernese Oberland and
Pontresina to the Austrian Tyrol, the Lienzer and the Italian Dolomites were
covered in some detail.

In 1955 Millicent and Hamish, with Babs and Frank Solari, made their first
Himalayan expedition to the then little visited Spiti area of Lahul. A virgin peak
of 6130m was climbed, and surveying (and subsequently mapping) of the area
successfully achieved. Millicent had problems with altitude above 4500m and
therefore could not go really high, but she found extreme pleasure in the variety
and beauty of the flowers, and in meeting the local people. The success of this
venture led to a second expedition in 1958 (with support from the Everest
Foundation) also starting from Manali but turning west down the Chandra valley
and reaching over 5700m in the mountains at the head of the Thirot Nala.
Tragedy struck on this occasion when Hamish died suddenly at the highest camp.

In 1962 Millicent married Harry Whitehouse (AC) and together they enjoyed
extensive travel involving energetic walking and, sometimes, skiing. Also, when
appropriate, following Harry's enthusiasm for astronomy which has taken them
to some spectacular observation areas to watch an eclipse, or the blast-off of an
Apollo or Columbus space probe. J remember enthusiastic postcards from Peru,
Kashmir, Nepal, Mauritius, Kenya, Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan and, latterly,
from favourite parts of the USA - in California, Florida and New Hampshire
which they visited often in search of sunshine and good walking.

In the course of this life full of variety, and due to her own unique personality,
Millicent had a wide circle of friends in many places who will miss her badly. Our
sympathy goes to Harry in his irreparable loss and to her sister, Dorothy.

M argaret M unro

Vincent Oswald Cohen, M.C. 1912-1984
Vincent Cohen, who joined the Club in 1961, died in 1984 after a long illness. He
was also a member of the Association of British Members of the Swiss Alpine
Club which he joined in 1930. His nephew, John Cohen, also became a member of
the Club and of the ABMSAC.

Vincent first visited the Alps at the age of sixteen with his French master from
Bancroft's School. This gave him an abiding interest in the mountains and
thereafter he went to the Alps as often as he could. As a young man he used his
talents as an artist to help to finance his climbing, painting pictures and selling
them while he was on holiday. During this period he cliinbed extensively in the
Alps and did some routes with Josef Knubel as his guide.

During the war Vincent was commissioned in the 1st Mountain Regiment,
Royal Artillery. It was ironical that, following rigorous training for mountain
warfare, he took part in the landings at Walcheren. These landings involved
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heavy fighting and casualties and Vincent was awarded the Military Cross.
Had economics allowed, Vincent would have followed a career as a painter but

he was forced to utilise his talents in the commercial field. After spells with the de
la Rue organisation and other concerns, Vincent joined Metal Box where he was
Design Manager at the time of his early retirement due to ill health.

Vincent was a very popular President of the ABMSAC in 1966-68. In this
office he was most ably supported by his wife Kay and together they formed an
outstanding team.

Tragically, it was during his Presidency of the Association that the illness which
was to incapacitate Vincent first manifested itself. During the Association Meet at
Fafleralp in 1967 Vincent collapsed on an ascent of the Bietschhorn although the
nature of his illness was not then appreciated. He walked vigorously during the
Association Meet in the following year but again experienced difficulties which
were subsequently diagnosed as multiple sclerosis.

Vincent was a man of many interests. His photographic slides were of high
quality and he considered it a great compliment when Waiter Kirstein borrowed
one of them for a lecture tour in North America.

Although he was unable to leave his flat in his later years, Vincent never lost his
love of the mountains and his interest in his fellow mountaineers. He continued to
follow the affairs of the Club with great interest. In fact, his last visit to the Club
was to speak in favour of the merger with the Ladies' Alpine Club, which he
insisted on doing notwithstanding that his illness was by then causing him
considerable discomfort.

His many friends w~ll remember Vincent as a man of great charm, humanity,
courage and humour. These qualities, together with the devotion of Kay, helped
to sustain him during his long period of disability. Our sympathy goes to Kay and
to his other relatives.

Maurice Bennell

John Christopher Midg1ey 1943-1984
John's death on 17 May came as a tremendous shock to his many friends and the
sense of disbelief lingers still.

To those outside his immediate circle John could present a taciturn 'hard' man
image but underneath a sometimes gruff exterior there was a warm, cheerful and
caring nature. A good man to be with on the hill, he was an utterly dependable
companion, and his huge mischievous grin, never far beneath the surface, would
illuminate his face and bring joy to the occasion.

John was a Bradfordian by birth and he was educated at Carlton Grammar
School. A civil engineer by profession, his training encouraged a logical approach
to his chosen sport and he was one of the safest climbers I have known.

His introduction to rock climbing came in North Wales with his scout group at
the age of IS. The challenge it presented fired his enthusiasm and subsequently in
company with Terry ('Gnome') Burnell they sharpened their claws on the local
gritstone crags before turning their attentions to the limestone walls of Malham.
There they embarked on an epic siege of the BivenfPeck route on Central Wall,
Malham Cove. It was probably the second ascent and for several weekends the
Cove reverberated with the thud of Terry's famous 41b lump hammer driving in
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the primitive bolts they largely used on the ascent. In 1962 they added Ivy Groove
to their list ofachievements and followed with first ascents of Rebel and Darkness
at Gordale, in company with Tom Morrell, the latter route ranking as an important
contribution to the emergence offree climbing on limestone in that area.

The summer of 1962 saw them in the Dolomites, measuring their hard won
skills on the walls of the Tre Cime, where a chance encounter with that gritstone
guru, Dennis Gray, and Dez Hadlum, led later to them becoming membersofthe
Rock and Ice Climbing Club.

I first met John one fine spring evening in 1964 during a weekend on
Derbyshire gritstone. He was crouched over an enormous battered brew can,
fiercely intent on producing a brew of the requisite quality. My attention was
drawn initially by the rhythmic tapping ofa spoon against the side of the can. The
Rock and Ice took their brews almost as seriously as their climbing and this
particular ritual was intended to rapidly settle the tea leaves to the bottom.

As luck would have it we were both short ofa climbing partner for the Alps that
year and, having struck up an acquaintanceship, I climbed with him regularly for
some three years until I allowed the fruits ofmatrimony to curtail my climbing. So
many memories crowd back of climbs together during those years. A marvellous
summer day on Deer Bield Crag when, having done Dunmail Cracks and Deer
Bield Crack in fine style, we embarked late in the evening on the Buttress itself.
We were going well and it would have been great to complete a tally of three
climbs but unfortunately a Yorkshire Mountaineering Club trio were heavily
engaged in a minor epic on the second crux. After some deliberation on our
chances, John's determination seeped away into the gathering darkness and we
abseiled off to the accompaniment of occasional frantic shouts from above.
Cheated of a major plum, John glowered right through the single pint we
managed to get in before closing time. There is another occasion on record when
John missed both a dinner and drinking time through sheer determination not to
be beaten by a difficult move. Of course there are those who would regard such an
occurrence as evidence of misdirected priorities.

Typical of his total absorption with a route was our ascent of Perhaps Not in
White Ghyll, not long after I first met him. He was working up to the crux moves
when a clatter of boulders from the Lower Crag gave warning of an accident.
There was plenty of assistance to hand and in any event it was a difficult position
to retreat from on a dubious peg, so John continued up the chimney. Flushed
with success at the top he gave out a great victory whoop, totally forgetting the
accident. I cringed into a tiny ball on the stance as a distant sea of upturned faces
looked to the source of this unseemly behaviour. It must have done much to
perpetuate John's 'hard' man image, however unjustifiably. Certainly the
atmosphere at the Raw Head hut was somewhat constrained as we ate our evening
meal and beat a hasty retreat to the pub, having learned that it had been a fatal
accident.

John went on to do many hard routes, both in this couritry and in the Alps, the
Dolomites and in America and Canada. He was always eager to climb in a new
area. The experience thus gained taught him increasing guile which he put to
good use on the N face of the Vignemale in the Pyrenees and greatly impressed his
partner, Dave Stott. He had chatted up two Spaniards in the hut on details of the
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G.W.T.

Alwine Walford

route and the following morning he kept behind them on the route although it
was obvious to Dave that they could have passed them. All became clear half-way
up on a fierce overhanging pitch, where etriers were brought into use. Dave was
quickly pushed on to them before they could be retrieved - then they overtook
the other team! John rounded off a fourteen hour day by persuading the hut
guardian to prepare them a magnificent meal, long after the normal time.

John developed diabetes way back in 1971. He took this misfortune badly at
the beginning but, true to form, his determination won through and he was able
to come to terms with the constraints it imposed. It is a tribute to his success in
overcoming these problems that they never manifested themselves to any extent
on the hill. In fact he would often still be going strongly when others were
showing signs of fatigue.

He was always prepared to use his considerable organisational talents in the
service ofclimbing. For 18 years or so he arranged the Rock and Ice annual dinner
with quiet efficiency. He was president of the Yorkshire Mountaineering Club
and Chairman of the Club's Guidebook Sub-Committee and it was largely due to
his drive and determination that the production of the new Yorkshire Limestone
Guide Book has got off to such an excellent start. We are all indebted to him.

'Midge's' friendship and personal qualities will long be remembered with
gratitude and affection, and his going leaves a sense of irreparable loss. It is fitting
that his ashes now lie on Scafell Pike among the hills he loved so well.

GeoffGrandison
Malcolm E. Barnes d. 1984
M. E. Barnes joined the Club in 1958 after many years of guided ascents in the
Alps, and extensive mountain walking and skiing from Britain to the Alps,
Tatras, Corsica and Norway. He was probably best known, however, for his
editorship of the English edition of The Mountain World from 1953 onwards, for
translation of a number of mountaineering books, and for his Alpine photography.
He was a member of the Swiss Alpine Club (Diablerets section) and the Ski Club
of Great Britain.

Miss Grizel M. S. Paterson d. 1984
Grizel Paterson died on 25 July 1984 just four months after her 80th birthday. She
joined the LAC after war service as a WAAF Officer in Egypt and was secretary at
the time of the merger with the AC. Most of her climbing was in her native
Scotland but she had several seasons in the Alps and climbing and walking
holidays further afield in the Atlas Mountains, Kulu, Pyrenees, Colorado Rockies
and Julian Alps in Yugoslavia. She was kind and generous and not only to her
friends: at the time of her death she had been sponsoring the education of a
Korean boy for many years. Her love of literature and poetry and her ability to
recite the appropriate verse on the mountainside made her an enjoyable
companion. These interests and her experience as a teacher and sometime
theatrical producer made her popular as a witty and humorous after dinner
speaker. I always connect Grizel with laughter. She was a distinguished member
of the Ladies' Scottish Climbing Club which she joined in 1927 and was its
President 1946 -1949. She was also an active member of the London Section of the
Fell and Rock Climbing Club.
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Dr. von Tscherner 1906·1984
Dr. von Tscherner was one ofour Swiss members; elected in 1951 he died last year
aged 78. His list of climbs for membership over a period of 30 years reads like a
gazetteer of the Alps. Whilst the majority were carried out with Felix and Karl
Biner and Fritz Hager, names such as Emilio Comici and Alexander Taugwalder
are scattered throughout the list. Dr. von Tscherner, who was from Berne, was a
considerable musician and wrote a number ofmountaineering books and articles
as well as lecturing in several Swiss towns on the summits of the Zermatt area. He
was a member of the SAC (Berne), CAI (Trieste), GHM and President of the
Bernese Academic Alpine Club from 1939 -1941.

G.W.T.

Kevin John O'ConnellI943-1983
When an avalanche swept through the Base Camp of his expedition, killing him
and two companions, Kevin O'Connell had been a member of the Alpine Club for
less than one year. In 1983, when he applied for membership, I was asked to
support his application as one of the very few people in Britain who had had the
pleasure of meeting him.

We met first in May 1981 at Bled in Jugoslavia. The occasion was the 30th
anniversary of the founding of the UIAA Safety Commission and he was the new
representative from the Alpine Club of Canada. By chance we were sharing a
room in the hotel and one quickly gets to know one's companion in such a
situation. Later, in 1982, we also shared accommodation in a Swiss army camp
near Zurich during the following year's meeting.

Neither of these occasions offered the opportunity for us to climb together but
we swopped many yarns about mutual friends and our exploits with them. It was
clear to me from these contacts, and from discussions with some of those mutual
friends, that Kevin was a dedicated mountaineer and a good and supportive team
member.

More than this, though, he was also very interested in advancing the frontiers
of safety for mountaineers. This is not an uncommon quality in Europe where
there are many manufacturers of mountaineering equipment and much activity
in the field of mountaineering safety. In North America, and Canada in
particular, such a person is much more on his own and must be almost totally
self-motivated. This challenge Kevin had taken in his stride. He was Chairman of
the Technical Committee of the Alpine Club and under his leadership they were
pursuing an active programme of work.

By profession he was a Physics teacher and he brought an incisive scientific
approach to his mountaineering safety work. He also brought fresh ideas to the
UIAA Safety Commission and was particularly interested in the study of fatigue
brought about by the inadequate protection afforded by many models of snow
goggles. His latest results on this subject had been expected by the Safety
Commission at their meeting in September 1984. His unexplained absence at the
time was a puzzle. Only one month later did we learn of his sad death.

George Steele
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The following unattributed piece has also been received:
Kevin O'Connell was killed on Huascaran in the Cordillera Blanca in Peru in July
1984; an intense and prolific climbing career was brought to an end. Widely
known in Canada as a mountaineer, lecturer, writer and administrator, Kevin,
President-elect of the ACC, was 40.

Peru last summer, following an Haute Route Alpine ski traverse in May, was a
shakedown for a winter Himalayan trip to Tilicho Peak. This typified his
systematic working of the peaks and seasons that had gone on since student days.
In the years since meeting him in 1970, I saw, and participated to a limited degree,
in a relentless broadening of his activity: a progression from local climbing in
Quebec and NE Canada, to the Canadian Rockies, European Alps, Mexico, the
Yukon, Alaska, Andes and the Himalaya with which he became obsessed.

While never aspiring to the leading edge of mountaineering development, his
main impact was in exploring new areas, principally Baffin and the St. Elias, and
in the sheer volume of routes done. This urge to get to remote places and climb
everything feasible in sight dominated his outlook and his life, and there are many
of us who were willingly tangled in his organizational webs. Few have such a
single-minded drive to optimise their time in the mountains. Intensity of this
kind, and the recognition it brings, are often best admired from afar. Close up it
makes for exacting schedules, exciting tempestuous living, and those endless
trips away; an amalgam that his wife Christine MacNamara seemed to handle so
well.

Few, too, combine action and administration concurrently, Kevin always did,
he ran whatever bureaucracy he was in; McGill Outing Club, Montreal Section
ACC, Eastern Vice-President ACC, President-elect ACe. His enthusiasm for
these tasks seemed endless, and he ran things well, with an inimitable if
sometimes infuriating style. An endearing quality was his interest in and
availability to others. He was always willing to ferry someone to the airport,
advise on the best deal in town or take another newcomer climbing.

There are many viewpoints on what to do with mountain experiences; Kevin's
was clear: communicate them to the world. In his early years, climbing
instruction in Quebec and in the Rockies with army cadets gave way to climbing
lectures and a journalistic output of articles. I counted 23 in the Canadian Alpine
Journal alone since 1978, including an incredible 11 articles in the 1984 edition.
To a considerable extent, then, his autobiography is likely there on your shelf. His
engineering background led to a keen and critical interest in the mechanics of
protection. Characteristically, he carried out extensive equipment testing and
served on the ACC and UIAA safety committees. In his climbing, though, the
evolution was towards the big mountains, away from the cocoon of gadgets.

In Zermatt, weeks before his death, Kevin and I spent an hour in the
churchyard there, discussing risk taking, among the climbers' tombs. Fresh from
our ski mountaineering exploits we concurred, with what I suppose is a
conventional climber's view, that the enterprise transcended the dangers. Today,
some months after Kevin, Carl Lund and Dave Findlay were swept away, I feel
less sure. The increased risks we run in the great mountain ranges and their
consequences for those left behind have to be faced again in a grimmer light.

But I cannot end this in middle-aged sorrow for my friend. Rather let us
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remember the raw enthusiastic dynamism and uncomplicated vision of this
exceptional man; and that damned knack he had of keeping just that little bit
ahead on the approaches!

Lt. Col. Horace Westmorland, a.B.E. 1886-1984
Rusty Westmorland, who died on 24 November 1984 at the age of98 years, was a
member of the Alpine Club for 62 years. He was born in Penrith in 1886, his
father and forbears hailing from the village of Milburn at the foot of Crossfe11.
Rusty's father and uncle were strong fell walkers, keen campers and scramblers
and knew the Lake District thoroughly. They considered a particular view from
Great Gable to be the finest in the District and marked the spot by building a
cairn, subsequently known as the Westmorland Cairn. Rusty's aunt Mary (May)
was the second lady to ascend Pillar (1873).

Together with his sister, Rusty (Horace as he then was) was early introduced to
Ullswater and the surrounding fells by family expeditions - camping, rowing,
sailing, fell walking and scrambling. Writing in the F & R Journal in 1945 Rusty
pays tribute to the spiritual joy which his parents found in the hills. In these
experiences we see the foundations of a long, active and colourful life. When
Rusty was eight years old the Westmorland family expeditions included Crossfell
and Helvellyn. It was on Striding Edge of Helvellyn that, said Rusty, his love for
climbing was born. One ofhis recollections is a family picnic, in 1897, at Grisedale
Tarn. Here they met four climbers 'with ropes' -]. W. Robinson, Ellis Carr,
Geoffrey Hastings and Haskett Smith. These four had been to look at a gully on
Tarn Crag (Dollywaggon) but had decided that the rock was not sound enough.
At the age of 15 Rusty paid his first visit to Pillar when he and his sister were
taken, unroped, by their father up the Slab and round the Notch. Rusty's father,
although a keen and competent scrambler, never adopted the use ofa rope. Pillar
continued to have a particular fascination for Rusty throughout his life.

In his later teens Rusty began to climb with two cousins (John Mounsey and
Arthur North) and they acquired a rope. They returned to Grisedale Tarn and
Tarn Crag and Rusty led the first ascent of Chock Gully. A few days later he led
the first ascent of Westmorland's Route on Dove Crag: both climbs are still rated
very difficult. The three climbed extensively together - the Needle, Napes
Ridges, Moss Ghyll, Slingsby's Chimney etc.

Soon after this Rusty was invited to climb with George and Ashley Abraham.
He mentions the great pleasure that this gave him and the benefit which he
derived from their experience and it was through them that he became a member
of the F&RCC. In 1910 Rusty paid his first visit to the Alps under their guidance.
First they went to the Engadine but, after a week of stormy weather, retreated to
the Dolomites and found better climbing conditions. There was little information
on Dolomite routes in those days, few climbers were about and routes were
practically unmarked as scarpetti were used. They therefore engaged a local
guide, S. Menardi, to save time over route finding as the Abraham brothers were
anxious to get as many photographs as possible. The guide led Rusty while the
two brothers and their ponderous photographic equipment (full plate camera,
glass plates, tripod etc.) followed as a second rope. They climbed on the Cinque
Torri, Croda da Lago, Kleine Zinne etc. and their adventures are amusingly
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recorded in G. Abraham's DnAlpine Heights and British Crags.
Rusty was never keen on the family business of tanning so, after his father's death

in 1909, he decided on a more adventurous career. In 1911, armed with a letter of
introduction from G. A. Solly to A. O. Wheeler he went to Canada. A. O. Wheeler
was the Government Surveyor in charge of surveying the Alberta-British
Columbia boundary. Rusty was offered a job on a mountain survey party, with
the words, 'If you are willing to go out of circulation for seven or eight months,
and do what you are told to do for two dollars a day and your keep you can have
the job'. Rusty was thus engaged as a chainman which he described as the 'lowest
form of life in the party'. The life was much to Rusty's liking as it involved
mountaineering, canoeing, exploration and the handling of horses. While
engaged on this work Rusty joined the Territorial Army and received a
commission. In 1914, at the outbreak of war, he transferred to the Canadian
Regular Army so that he could go to Europe and was commissioned in the
Canadian Royal Transport Company. He served in Belgium and France from
1915 to 1919, his pack-horse experience being of great value. It was during this
period that, so the story goes, Horace became Rusty. A visiting high-ranking
officer spotted a trace of rust on the equipment ofone of the horses under Rusty's
care and made suitable military comments. That evening, in the Officers' Mess,
the CO ordered drinks for the twenty-eight officers present, adding 'Rusty will
pay'. Rusty was always delighted to tell this story or, indeed, to tell any story
against himself.

After 1919 Rusty continued to serve with the Canadian Army, naturally
climbing and skiing when opportunity offered, or could be contrived. He leaves
the rest of us filled with envy at the stories of these opportunities and especially of
that wonderful institution - the annual camps of the Alpine Club of Canada, of
which Club Rusty was a member. In 1938 Rusty, after attending a Senior
Officers' School in England, took a fortnight's holiday at Zermatt with Alexander
Graven but bad weather limited climbing to the Untergabelhorn, Riffelhorn,
Rimpfischhorn and a snowy Matterhorn. Back in Canada, as the 1939 war
approached, his duty involved the organization of the RCASC for an overseas
Division. Having to cross the Rockies by train to Vancouver he took the
precaution of travelling with boots and ice-axe and managed to break the journey
to climb Mt. Victoria with Edward Feuz, a Swiss guide at Lake Louise. Just
before the Division was due to sail Rusty was excluded from overseas service by
changes in regulations concerning age. However, Rusty's next appointment took
him to Jasper and, although it was September, he managed to lead parties up Mt.
Pyramid, Old Man Mt. and Mt. Wilcox. It would appear that these ascents were
outside the strict line of duty as Rusty recollects cutting steps, on one occasion,
for a following of one capt., one lieut., one RSM, one corp., one pte. and his
batman. During the winter there were opportunities for skiing in the Caribou
Range and Watch Tower Valley.

His next move was to the Yoho Valley with the requirement that he should
arrive with a pack troop of horses, trained and organized to assist in mountain
warfare, starting from scratch. Rusty duly arrived in the Yoho Valley with 62
horses together with men and equipment and 'rejoiced, as a mountaineer, at
being in the Rocky Mountains again with opportunities to climb and also to work
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with horses and horsemen'. From his camp Rusty climbed Mt. President, Mt.
Marpole, Isolated Peak, Mt. Pinnacle and Mts. Whyte, Field and Keer. During
this time he also climbed Mt. Balfour with Dr. I. A. & Mrs. Richards (Dorothy
Pilley). On the return march from the Yoho Valley Rusty, together with his jeep
driver and orderly corporal climbed Mt. Athabasca. This ability to snatch an
opportunity to do a little climbing and to encourage others to do the same always
seems to have been one of Rusty's amiable characteristics.

In 1944 he was sent to open a Mountain Warfare School in the Coast Range but
was taken ill on the train and had to undergo a serious operation, requiring his
being placed on leave pending retirement from the service. During this period of
leave he was invited to attend the annual camp of the ACC and led The Mitre and
climbed Mt. Temple. Afterwards, from Lake Louise, he climbed Mt. Collier and
Mt. Louis with Eric Brooks (President of the ACC and also AC member).

After being invalided out of the Canadian Army Rusty returned to the Lake
District, but not to settle down. He began life anew at Keswick and filled the next
period of over 30 years with fell walking, rock climbing, skiing, mountain rescue
work and even found time to write Adventures in Climbing (rev. AJ 70 172). He
was always ready to give his time to introduce novices to rock climbing, always a
welcome member of climbing parties made up from his large, and ever in
creasing, number of friends. He was equally active and helpful when skiing
conditions occurred. He always appeared neatly clad - not for him the ragged or
dirty appearance of many climbers. His unhurried effortless movements,
whether walking, climbing or skiing, always in balance, were characteristic. He
never attempted to force a rock climb but got up by what might be called peaceful
persuasion and herein is the explanation of his ability to climb with ease and
enjoyment at an advanced age. A day out with Rusty was usually enlivened by his
sense of humour, not infrequently involving 'digs' at his companions or himself,
and by his unmalicious but apt comments on people or situations. On one
occasion he was leading one ofseveral ropes on Gillercombe Buttress when one of
the climbers of a preceding rope found some difficulty on the severe pitch above
the scratched arrow. She addressed the rock at some length, criticised the hand
and foot holds, commented on climbing in general, and, finally, looking at the
queue of waiting climbers said, 'I hope you don't mind my talking while
climbing', to which Rusty in a flash replied, 'I wish you would climb while
talking'.

On his 60th birthday Rusty was one of a party of six climbers who, late one
afternoon in April, went to the aid of Wilfrid Noyce who lay at the foot of the
Shark's Fin on Tophet Bastion on Great Gable with a fractured femur. The six,
with inadequate equipment although fortunately they had the Mountain Rescue
stretcher and rucksacks, hauled and carried the injured man to the top of the
Napes and down Great Hell Gate to Wasdale during a stormy, snowy night. At
that time, 38 years ago, there was little in the way of orgapized mountain rescue.
Casualties were usually recovered by ad hoc parties ofany climbers who happened
to be about or by stretcher parties of farmers, quarrymen or local St John
Ambulance men who might not have mountaineering experience or equipment
but who did magnificent work. The Noyce accident and the lack of organized,
trained and suitably equipped rescuers caused Rusty much concern. Hearing that
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Jim Cameron had organized a Fell Rescue Team at Coniston Rusty decided to
take action. He wrote to the Lake District Herald and, in reply, received the names
of some three dozen volunteers, including a climbing doctor (Dr. Lythe of
Keswick). This was the beginning of the Keswick Mountain Rescue Team of
which Rusty became President. The team trained, practised regularly and raised
funds to buy equipment. Other teams were formed on similar lines and a Panel
formed (with Rusty as Chairman) to provide co-ordination, especially in searches
which might involve several teams over a lengthy period. Everyone was delighted
when Rusty was honoured with the award of the O.B.E. for services to mountain
rescue.

It is not possible to give a comprehensive account of Rusty's climbing and
skiing activities, after his return to England, within the limits of an in merrwriam
notice and therefore a few characteristic examples will have to suffice. He was
President of the F&RCC in 1950 and also became President of the LD Ski Club.
For a large part of this period, as Rusty would put it, much good climbing time
was wasted by the need for a number ofserious surgical operations. In spite of this
the years were profitably spent. In 1951 Rusty celebrated the Jubilee of his first
ascent of Pillar by leading the classic North Climb, including the direct ascent of
the Nose (which he had not led previously). In 1956, at the age of 70, he led
Eagle's Nest Direct on Great Gable (a very severe climb). Five years later he led
the New West Route on Pillar - a climb of special significance to Rusty as it had
been pioneered by the Abraham Brothers and also because in 1938 Rusty, along
with others, had accompanied Solly, then in his 80th year, on the 50th
anniversary of his first ascent of Pillar. In 1966, aged 80, Rusty ascended Pillar
again, this time choosing the easier original route but, nevertheless, walking from
and to Ennerdale. After this he began to make some concession to his years, but
was still to be seen on the fells or, in winter, skiing on the lower slopes of
Saddleback above Threlkeld. After his 90th birthday he was still able to walk up
Skiddaw without a single pause between Gale Road and the summit. On the way
he passed a 4-year old, making his first ascent, at which Rusty remarked, 'It just
shows, anyone can reasonably expect to be active in the hills for at least 86
years' .

Rusty will long be remembered with gratitude and affection by the many whom
he introduced to climbing, and by the large number of climbers who had the
pleasure of climbing with him, for his genial company and demonstration of
easeful climbing (otium cum dignitate might well have been his climbing motto),
and also by those, who, having suffered accidents or lost themselves, owe their
present well-being or even life to the devoted work of Mountain Rescue Teams
and to Rusty's inspiration and work in their origination.

It was most appropriate that represen\atives of the AC, F&RCC, Keswick
and other Mountain Rescue Teams and the Cumbrian Police, together with
other friends, were able to join Rusty's grandson, Dickon Westmorland, who
flew from Singapore, to pay their respects at the funeral service; and finally it
was singularly fitting that the Keswick Team should pay their own last tribute
to Rusty by carrying his ashes to the Wesrmorland Cairn on Great Gable.

Bob Files
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Noel Odell writes:
I first met 'Rusty' Westrnor/and in Ottawa in 1927. He had been sent out to
Canada before the first Great War by his father and uncle (the well-known
brothers responsible for the 'Westrnor/and Cairn' on Great Gable in
Cumber/and). He was sent to Arthur Wheeler, a Canadian Government
Surveyor, who later became Director of the Alpine Club of Canada. Young
Westrnor/and eventually joined the Canadian Army, where he acquired his
nickname of 'Rusty' , when he was reprimanded by a senior officer on parade for
the condition of his horse's bit! His survey work in British Columbia took him
into the mountains and he was soon climbing them. This led him into
membership of the Alpine Club of Canada, and the ascent of many peaks.

Returning home to Cumber/and after the 2nd Great War he continued to climb
and to ski, chiefly in Norway. But he was concerned by the frequency ofaccidents
to rock-climbers and eventually decided to organize a rescue service, with the
centre at Keswick. So successful did this become that he was later appointed
O.B.E. His own ability to climb steep rocks never left him until he was well up in
his 80's. In fact he led me up 'se'.'eres' on several occasions in Cumber/and, when
he was 88 or 89! For one who had been so active to an advanced age, it was sad to
see him subsequently incapacitated in a Cumbrian nursing home, where he died.
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